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3. PROPOSED INTERVIEW POOL  
 
• Briefly describe the credentials of the candidates that you propose to bring as finalists to campus. How satisfied are you 

with that pool and with its diversity? Please explain.  
 
1) Dr. has a PhD in Cross-Cultural Management from the Grenoble-Alpes University in France, with the 
thesis subject “Design in Action, catalyst of multicultural teams’ performance”. She is currently Executive Administrator of 
Global Research Collaboration at the University of Chicago and Executive Director of the Global Initiatives and Strategy there. 
Prior to University of Chicago, she was Chair of the School of Design at the Université de Montréal from 2013-2017. 
Significantly, she was in senior positions at Herman Miller design firm for seventeen years. The committee is very enthusiastic 
about  leadership skills, communication approaches, depth of design knowledge, international connections, and 
would be pleased to continue with female leadership; a positive reinforcement as parts of the design field are male dominated. 
Her international background also adds to the diversity of this pool. We are confident the P&T process will result in a Full 
Professor rank.  
 
2)  is currently an Associate Professor of Digital Design within the Department of Visual Arts at the University 
of Colorado Denver. Previously he was the chair of this department overseeing and was the co-director of the Comcast 
Center for Media and Technology at the University of Colorado Denver. He is in the process of completing his doctoral degree 
in Leadership for Educational Equity in Higher Education and is expected to complete it this May. His MFA is in Photography 
and Electronic Arts and his undergraduate BFA is in Photography. The committee is encouraged by his leadership 
experience, doctoral research alignment with the search position, and feels he is qualified for the position. The committee was 
concerned about  lack of graduate student engagement, but through our reference calls we were able to ascertain that 
his department does not have any graduate degree programs and his colleagues feel his intellectual depth and articulation 
skills are well suited for graduate students. His current department of visual arts does not include our three foundational 
design disciplines and instead houses Studio Arts, 3D Animation, Digital Arts, and Art History, closely aligning him with 
ACCAD. While there is concern he is not chairing a department that looks like ours, there is confidence he is knowledgeable 
and adept at making connections.  
 
3) Dr.  is currently listed as both a Lecturer and an Assistant Professor in Arts and 
Design at University of Canberra. As the Australian promotion and tenure system is organized differently than ours, the 
committee is a bit unsure about these qualifications in regard to the search announcement. His research record does seem 
roughly equivalent to our Associate Professor level, and his administrative experience includes having served as both a 
Discipline Leader and a Program Director in Design. Please see -- 

	
 
• Were any of the candidates chosen for campus interviews veterans or a person disclosing a disability?  

 
No.  
 
• For each candidate chosen for a campus interview, briefly describe how the candidate would contribute to the diversity of 

the department/school. How would each candidate amplify the values of inclusion and excellence? How does the 
candidate’s teaching, mentoring, research, and/or outreach and engagement amplify diversity and inclusion? How would 
the candidate contribute to ongoing or new diversity and inclusion initiatives in the unit?	

 
1)  says, “As a scholar in cultural diversity and cross-cultural management, I am personally committed to seeking 
and celebrating diversity; respecting, enforcing fairness and justice, and facilitating inclusion with faculty, students, and staff.” 
She is experienced working with programs for first-generation immigrant students, and also in raising awareness of gender 
bias in STEM. Not only did she articulate a resonant commitment to the values that underlie DEI work, but also in her cover 
letter and interview, she reiterates her consistent alertness to issues of access, bias, and cultural proclivities. For example, “... 
design institutions have a mission to raise awareness of design studies among young communities who have not been 
exposed to it because of their ethnic, cultural, social, or economic upbringings.” In addition to her approach to leadership and 
education that constantly monitors for signs of marginalization and offers interventions, we note, as stated above, that having 
a woman in leadership is a positive factor. 
 
2) As a white male  does not outwardly present as a diversity candidate. However, we want to call attention to  
research which is focused on design for diversity equity and inclusion as exhibited by his most recent 2021 publication 
“Critical Race Theory, Design Education, and Change, Rehearsing Racial Equity: A Critical Anthology on Anti-Racism and 
Repair in the Arts .” We also wish to note that the College of Arts and Media at the University of Colorado Denver is an urban 
campus located in a less affluent community and strives to advance underserved student populations through 

     

     






